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Integration strategies: 
From segregation to autonomous separation
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A clash of cultures

› Air navigation services

 Sovereignty

 Structured safety

 National boundaries

 Public service minded

 Conservative

 Complex

 Human centric

 Monopoly

› Drones management

 Business minded

 Innovative

 Technology and 

automation centric

 Fast moving

 Pragmatic

 Competitive
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Drones as a disruptive technology

› Threats

 Safety threats to manned 

aviation

 Safety threats to third 

parties on the ground

 Privacy

› Opportunities

 Laboratory potential for 

innovative traffic 

management solutions

 Reform of the legacy Air 

Traffic Management 

business model

 Business opportunities
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Regulatory policy

› The objective of a regulatory policy should be to safely integrate 

drones in the airspace which they will share with manned aviation

› The air navigation system is already (excessively) complex and 

another layer of complexity should be avoided

› The regulatory approach should be evolutionary and the ultimate 

integration objective should be achieved by means of technological 

measures rather than hard regulation
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ICAO Regulatory policy

› Focused exclusively on Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA)

 The entire current aviation law framework relies on the assumption that 

there is a pilot in command of the aircraft

› No weight limitation (States remain free to impose such limitations)

› Same rules for commercial and non-commercial applications

› No negative impact on the safety of aviation (aviation system, must 

be at least as safe as today)

› Intrinsic operational limitations should be mitigated by:

 Segregation measures

 Operational restrictions (e.g. VLOS)

 Drones specific procedures (to be kept to the minimum)
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EASA Regulatory Framework

› Risk based regulatory approach:  ‘Drones accidents will occur’ (“Riga 

Declaration” 2015)

› Safety

 Collisions with manned aircraft;

 Damages to third parties on the ground; and 

 Damages to property and more specifically to critical and 

sensitive infrastructures. 

› Security 

 Utilisation of drones for unlawful purposes

 Unlawful interference with drones

› Protection of private life
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Integration of drones in controlled airspace 

› RPAS to be treated by Air Traffic Control to the farthest extent 

possible as ordinary aircraft. This applies to:

 Equipment requirements

 Operational procedures

› Ideal vision is that «drone status» should be irrelevant to air traffic 

controller

› Specificity of RPAS to be compensated by other means

 Detect and Avoid Capability

 Ability to maintain full situational awareness (including weather 

and other traffic)

› Specific RPAS procedures to be developed only by exception and 

focused on new types of operation
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Integration of drones in controlled airspace

› Impact on Air Navigation Services system to be kept to the minimum

› New types of operations

 Extreme endurance

 Pattern flights

› Drone specific features

 C2 Link failure

 Requirement for direct emergency telephone communication

 Performance limitations (e.g. standard rate turns, speed 

differential)

› Possible airspace infringements

› Gradual convergence towards a full integration
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The future UAS Traffic Management (UTM)

› Growing consensus that, as some time, a UTM will be necessary

 UTM will be highly automated

 Main features will include

 Self-separation

 Geofencing

 UTM infrastructure will be based on mobile telephony infrastructure

› An ASP (Airspace Service Provider) will need to be designated

 The role of that ASP will primarily be to:

 Secure availability, integrity and currency of required infrastructure

– E.g. geofencing maps

 Issue clearances into controlled airspace until full automation
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Conclusions

› The «dual drones world»

 The overwhelming majority of drones will operate outside of airspace 

used by manned aviation, and will not interfere with civil aviation 

activities (by regulation and by technical design)

 A minority of drones will operate in the controlled airspace. These will 

have the ability to behave as «ordinary aircraft» to the farthest extent 

possible

› The urgent need for safety regulations in particular in the vicinity of 

aerodromes

› Technology as a substitute for hard regulation

 "If Technology is Right then Regulation is Light"

 Technology as a substitute for lack of discipline

› The «laboratory» potential of the UTM
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